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Abstract: This paper presents a new two-stage methodology using the fuzzy and advanced Harmony search
algorithm (HSA) for the placement of optimal capacitors on the primary feeders of the radial distribution
systems with an objective to reduce the power losses and to improve the voltage profile. In the first stage, fuzzy
approach is used to find the optimal capacitor locations and in the second stage, An advanced Harmony search
algorithm is used to find the optimal sizes of the capacitors in the optimal capacitor locations identified by using
the fuzzy approach. The proposed method is tested on 15-bus, 33-bus, 34-bus and 69-bus test systems and the
results are presented.
Keywords: distribution systems, optimal capacitor placement, fuzzy approach, advanced harmony search
algorithm.

I.

Introduction

Radial distribution feeders are spread over large urban or rural areas and are responsible for a
significant portion of total power loss. Optimal placement of shunt capacitors on the primary distribution feeders
can results in reactive power compensation, improved voltage profile, power factor correction, power loss
reduction as well as power quality improvement.
The objective of the capacitor placement problem is to determine the locations and sizes of the
capacitors so that the power loss is minimized. Even though considerable amount of research work was done in
the area of optimal capacitor placement [1 to 12], there is still a need to develop more suitable and effective
methods for the optimal capacitor placement.
Some of the methods used for the optimal capacitor placement problem are efficient. Their efficiency
entirely depends on the goodness of the data used. Fuzzy approach provides a remedy for any lack of
uncertainty in the data. Fuzzy approach has the advantage of including heuristics and representing engineering
judgments into the optimal capacitor placement problem. The solutions obtained from a fuzzy approach can be
easily analyzed to determine optimal capacitor locations.
The global optimization method is more useful in obtaining the optimal capacitor sizes. Harmony
search algorithm (HSA) is one of the new meta-heuristic methods in all the engineering fields [13 to 16].
In the first stage, fuzzy approach is used to find the optimal capacitor locations. In the second stage,
Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA) is used to find the optimal sizes of the capacitors. The proposed method is
tested on 15-bus, 33-bus, 34-bus, and 69-bus test systems and the results are presented.

II.

Problem Formulation

The total real power loss (PL) in a distribution system having n number of branches is given by:
∑
Here Ii is the magnitude of the branch current and Ri is the resistance of the ith branch, respectively. The
branch current can be obtained from the load flow solution. The branch current has two components, active
component (Ia) and reactive component (Ir). The loss associated with the active and reactive components of
branch currents can be written as:
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∑

∑
For a single-source radial network, the loss P La associated with the active component of branch currents
cannot be minimized because all active power must be supplied by the source at the root bus. However,
supplying part of the reactive power demand locally can minimize the loss P Lr associated with the reactive
component of branch currents. This paper presents a method that minimizes the loss due to the reactive
component of the branch current by optimally placing the capacitors and thereby reduces the total loss in the
distribution system.

III.

Identifiacation Of Optimal Locations Using Fuzzy Approach

Two objectives are considered while designing a fuzzy approach for identifying the optimal capacitor
locations. The two objectives are: (i) to minimize the real power loss and (ii) to maintain the voltage within the
permissible limits. Voltages and power loss indices of distribution system nodes are modeled by fuzzy
membership functions. A fuzzy inference system (FIS) containing a set of rules is then used to determine the
capacitor placement suitability of each node in the distribution system. Capacitors can be placed on the nodes
with the highest suitability.
In the first step, load flow solution for the original system is required to obtain the real and reactive
power losses. Again, load flow solutions are required to obtain the power loss reduction by compensating the
total reactive load at every node of the distribution system. The loss reductions are then, linearly normalized into
a (0-1) range with the largest loss reduction having a value of 1 and the smallest one having a value of 0. Power
Loss Index value for nth node can be obtained using equation 4.
(Lossreduct ion ( n ) − Lossreduct ion
(min))
PLI ( n )
=
(Lossreduct ion (max) − Lossreduct ion (4)
(min))
These power loss reduction indices along with the p.u. nodal voltages are the inputs to the Fuzzy
Inference System (FIS), which determines the node more suitable for capacitor installation.
In this paper, two input and one output variables are selected. Input variable-1 is power loss index (PLI)
and Input variable-2 is the per unit nodal voltage (V). Output variable is capacitor suitability index (CSI) .
Power Loss Index range varies from 0 to 1, P.U. nodal voltage range varies from 0.9 to 1.1 and Capacitor
suitability index range varies from 0 to 1. Five membership functions are selected for PLI. They are L, LM, M,
HM and H. All the five membership functions are triangular as shown in Figure-1. Five membership functions
are selected for voltage. They are L, LN, N, HN and H. These membership functions are trapezoidal and
triangular as shown in Figure-2. Five membership functions are selected for CSI. They are L, LM, M, HM and
H. These five membership functions are also triangular as shown in Figure-3.

Figure-1. Membership function plot for P.L.I.
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Figure-2. Membership function plot for p.u. nodal voltage.

Figure-3. Membership function plot for C.S.I.
For determining the suitability of capacitor placement at a particular node, a set of multiple-antecedent
fuzzy rules has been established. The inputs to the rules are the voltage and power loss indices and the output is
the suitability of capacitor placement. The rules are summarized in the fuzzy decision matrix in Table -1. The
consequents of the rules are in the shaded part of the matrix. Optimal capacitor locations are identified based on
the highest capacitor suitability index values.
Table-1. Decision matrix for determining the optimal capacitor locations.
Voltage

PLI

AND
L

LN

N

HN

H

L

LM

LM

L

L

L

LM

M

LM

LM

L

L

M

HM

M

LM

L

L

HM

HM

HM

M

LM

L

H

H

HM

M

LM

LM

IV.

Harmony Search Algorithm

The harmony search algorithm (HSA) is a new meta-heuristic algorithm [13 to 16]. The harmony
search algorithm (HSA) is simple in concept, few in parameters and easy in implementation. Harmony search
algorithm is concept from natural musical performance processes. The musicians starting with some harmonies,
they attempt to achieve better harmonies by improvisation and create iteratively new good solutions based on
past solutions on random modifications. Finally HSA gives optimum value.
This algorithm was originally developed for discrete optimization and later expanded for continuous
optimization. It has been successfully applied to various computational optimization problems such as structural
design, water network design, dam scheduling, school bus routing, Sudoku game, music composition,
benchmark and real-world problems.
The HS algorithm initializes the Harmony Memory (HM) with randomly generated solutions. The number of
solutions stored in the HM is defined by the Harmony Memory Size (hms). Then iteratively a new solution is
created as follows. Each decision variable is generated either on memory consideration and a possible
additional modification, or on random selection. The parameters that are used in the generation process of a
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new solution are called Harmony Memory Considering Rate (HMCR) and Pitch Adjusting Rate (PAR). After a
new solution has been created, it is evaluated and compared to the worst solution in the HM. If its objective
value is better than that of the worst solution, it replaces the worst solution in the HM. This process is repeated,
until a termination criterion is fulfilled.
Algorithm to find the capacitor sizes using harmony search algorithm
After identifying the n number of optimal capacitor locations using fuzzy approach, the capacitor sizes
in all these n optimal locations are obtained by using the Harmony Search Algorithm.
Step 1: Initialize all the parameters and constants of the Harmony search algorithm. They are QCmin, QCmax,
(Minimum and maximum limits for Capacitor sizes), hms,
HMCR, PARmin and PARmax.
Step 2: Run the load flow program and find the total real
power loss PLoss1 of the original system. (Before capacitor placement)
Step 3: Initialize the harmony memory i.e., generate [hms x n] number of initial solutions randomly within the
limits, where hms is the harmony memory size and n is the number of capacitors. Each row represents one
possible solution to the optimal capacitor-sizing problem. For example; n = 1 for one capacitor, n = 2 for two
capacitors, n = 3 for three capacitors, n = 4 for four capacitors and n = 5 for five capacitors and hms = 10 for ten
harmony, hms = 20 for twenty harmony, hms = 50 for fifty harmony, hms = 100 for hundred harmony and hms
= 200 for two hundred harmony.
Step 4: Place all the n capacitors of the harmony vector i.e., each row of the Harmony vector at the respective
optimal capacitor location and perform the load flow
analysis and find the total real power loss P Loss2 and then obtain the loss reduction (fitness value) using equation
(5)
Fitness Value = PLoss1 - PLoss2

(5)

Repeat the same procedure for all the rows of the harmony vector to find Fitness values.
Step 5: Obtain the best fitness value by comparing all the fitness values.
Step 6: Start the improvisation (Iteration count is set to one).
Step 7: Improvisation of the New Harmony is generating a new harmony.
A New Harmony vector is generated based on the following steps:
(i) Random selection: It is used to select one value randomly for a certain element of the new vector from the
possible range (QCmin, QCmax) of values.
(ii) Memory consideration: It is used to choose the value for a certain element of the new vector from the
specified HM range.
x’i = x'i є {x'1, x'2,… xHMSi} with probability HMCR (6)
x’i = x’i є Xi with probability (1-HMCR)

(7)

Step 8: Pitch adjustment: It is used to adjust the values of the New Harmony vector obtained in step 7.
(Between PARmin and PARmax).
x'i = x'i ± rand(0,1)*bw
(8)
(bw - band width varies between a higher value and a lower value from first iteration to last iteration)
Step 9: Find the fitness values corresponding to the New Harmony generated and pitch adjusted in steps 7 and
8. Step 10: Apply Greedy Search between old harmony and New Harmony by comparing fitness values.
Step 11: Update harmony memory, by replacing the worst harmony with the new best Harmony. Obtain the best
fitness value by comparing all the fitness values.
Step 12: The improvisation (iteration) count is incremented and if iteration count is not reached maximum then
go to step 7.
Step 13: The solution vector corresponding to the best fitness value gives the optimal capacitor sizes in n
optimal locations.
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V.

Results

Fuzzy approach is used to find the optimal capacitor locations and HSA is used to find the optimal
capacitor sizes. In this present work, hms = 30, HMCR = 85%, No of improvisations = 200, PAR min = 0.4 and
PARmax = 0.9.
5.1. Results of 15-bus system
The proposed algorithm is applied to 15-bus system [17]. Optimal capacitor locations are identified
based on the C.S.I. values. For this 15-bus system, five optimal locations are identified. Capacitor sizes in the
five optimal locations, total real power losses before and after compensation are shown in Table-2.
Table-2. Results of 15-bus system.
Bus No.

Capacitor size in kVAr

4

345

6

265

7

143

11

300

15

143

Total kVAr

1196

Total real power loss in
61.7944
kW (before)
Total real power loss in
29.9080
kW (after)
Loss reduction

31.8864

%Loss reduction

51.60%

5.2. Results of 33-bus system
The proposed algorithm is applied to 33 bus system [18]. Optimal capacitor locations are identified
based on the C.S.I. values. For this 33-bus system, one optimal location is identified. Capacitor sizes in one
optimal location, total real power losses before and after compensation are shown in Table-3.
Table-3. Results of 33-bus system.
Capacitor size in
Bus No.
30

kVAr
1315

Total kVAr

1315

Total real power loss in kW
369.2558
(before)
Total real power loss in kW
297.9886
(after)
Loss reduction

71.2672

% Loss reduction

19.30%

5.3. Results of 34-bus system
The proposed algorithm is applied to 34-bus system [7]. Optimal capacitor locations are identified
based on the C.S.I. values. For this 34-bus system, seven optimal locations are identified. Capacitor sizes in the
seven optimal locations, total real power losses before and after compensation are shown in Table-4.
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Table-4. Results of 34-bus system.
Bus No.

Capacitor size in kVAr

20

968

21

145

22

144

23

143

24

143

25

143

26

228

Total kVAr

1914

Total real power loss in
221.7235
kW (before)
Total real power loss in
167.9085
kW (after)
Loss reduction

53.815

% Loss reduction

24.27%

5.4. Results of 69-bus system
The proposed algorithm is applied to 69-bus system [4]. Optimal capacitor locations are identified
based on the C.S.I. values. For this 69-bus system, two optimal locations are identified. Capacitor sizes in the
two optimal locations, total real power losses before and after compensation are shown in Table-5.
Table-5. Results of 69-bus system.
Bus No.

Capacitor size in kVAr
61

1123

64

207

Total kVAr

1330

Total real power loss in
225.0044
kW (before)
Total real power loss in
151.7074
kW (after)
Loss reduction

73.2970

% Loss reduction

32.58%

VI.

Conclusions

In this paper, a two-stage methodology of finding the optimal locations and sizes of shunt capacitors for
loss reduction in radial distribution systems is presented. Fuzzy approach is proposed to find the optimal
capacitor locations and Harmony Search Algorithm is proposed to find the optimal capacitor sizes. Based on the
simulation results, the following conclusions are drawn:
By installing shunt capacitors at all the optimal locations, the total real power loss of the system has
been reduced significantly and bus voltages are improved substantially. The fuzzy approach is capable of
determining the optimal capacitor locations based on the C.S.I. values. The proposed Harmony Search
Algorithm iteratively searches the optimal capacitor sizes corresponding to minimum loss.
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